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Danker: Mark 1:45 and the Secrecy Motif

Mark 1:45 and the Secrecy Motif
Flummuat W. DANKD

T

he concluding verse of Mark"s peria,pc
of the healing of the leper (1:40-45)
contains two challenging problems. The
first is the question of the reference for
the phrase 6 31 lsd:Dmv. Does Mark
have in mind Jesus or the leper? The second is imbedded in the result clause, ~au

f.LT)UU afiTbv &uvaaDa~ cpaVEew; a~ mShv
atad:Daiv, dll' lsco bt' le11J101,;
"av.
How is it that Jesus is unable to appear
openly in a town and must remain in deserted areas, yet in the very next verses
( 2: 1-2) He is harassed by crowds at
Capernaum? Each of these problems is
discussed in literature on Mark, but no
solution that does justice to the relation
between the two has yet been offered.
With respect to the first, Erich Klostermann concluded that it is best to interpret
Jesus u the subject of lsd:Dc:ov.1 The
thought is similar, he observes, to that
ezpressed in v. 38, and a change of sabjea
is obviated. Vincent Taylor I incli.aes toward the more generally accepted view that
the leper is meant, who, contrary to Jesus'

Tcmo~

D.s B-1•li•• ths M-,ln,s (in H"""u• N••"'
III), 3d ed. (Tll•
biqen: J. C. B. Mohr, 1936), p. 21; cf. WilJouabbJ C. Allen, II. Criliul .,,,1 &•1•1iul
Co•_,.,,
IH Gos,.l 11.wmli,,1 lo S.
/uul,n, (ICC), 3d ed. (Edinburg: T. T. Clark,
1912), p. 76.
a TH Gos,.l 11.mmll,,1 IO S,_ lurlt, 2d ed.
(New York: Sr. Manim, 1966), p. 190. Tarcalla aaention to Lutber'1 oeocledng of
"C--acbich-.:" for wv 16yoy.
1

T•s'•"""'•

/n,d,

command, broadcast the story of his heal·
ing. This view finds further support in
a subsequent response to a healing (7:
3-6). Certainty in the interpretation depends, however, on exploration of the
second problem.
Is the result clause merely a statement
in line with 3:7-9, that the proclamadoa
of Jesus' activity arouses great popular
curiosity? Johannes Weiss I concluded dw
Mark used the story of the leper to give
expression to his dogmatic view that Jesm
discouraged the spread of His fame. K. L
Schmidt• questioned this interpretation on
the grounds that v. 45 finds a natural place
in the context. Erich Klostermann thought
that a blend of two ideas has entered into
the story: (1) that Jesus did not entet
into a city but into a desert place; (2)
that He did appear privately, but not
openly.0 Mark2:l-2 poinu up the di£&.
culty. Jesus does aenter
town, namely
Capemaum, although, it is uue, after some
days ( &L' -ftf18ec»V, v. 1); and He does not
keep His privacy. But KlostermaDD's SUBgestion, instead of explaining the difficulty,
merely describes it, and a solution is to
be sought from a difle.tent quarter.

°"

*

Mr. DIIIMff is 111sot:itlu tm,f•ssor of a•plW lbnlon (N..,, T,slll9nl) 111 COll&tWMI
s..,,,.,,, Lo,m.

s,.

I
I suggest. therefore, that it is possible
to see in 1:45 a reference to hostility.
I D.s Alum l!-1•U.. (G&dqm: Vaodeahoeck & Ruprecht, 1903), p. 152.
' 1hr RM•.. tin G•swhu 1•111 (Bedill:
Tiowimch and Son, 1919), pp. 66--67.
I KJoaemwm, p. 21.
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Schmidt thought that the adverb q,aweci>;
was added by the evangelist to case the
uansition to 2:1,8 but a different purpose
is suggested by the appearance of this
word in John 7: 10. John's account states
that Jesus went up to the feast oil q,awe~
dllci ~ lv xe,,1ttcp. The context gives
the answer. According to John 7: 1 the
enemies of Jesus seek to kill Him.1 A related circumstance appears to lead to Jesus'
withdrawal in the Markan narrative, and
the apparent conflict between l:4S and
2: 1 vanishes. For re:isons of personal
safety, suggests Mark, Jesus steers clear of
the towns :and keeps to the countryside.
phrase The
( xat iiexono neo; ail't'0V
nav'to&v, l:4S) is no longer in opposition to the retirement expressed in the
result clause. Jesus does not escape the
crowds but the enemy. Thus the program
expressed in 1: 38 is continued without
interruption. The transition to 2:1 is made
casily. The phrase &L' i}µeewv is a further
clue to the situation. Jesus dares to reenter Capernaum but prudently keeps in
retirement (;1xoucrDtJ 8n lv oixq, lcntv).
Then we arc reinuoduccd to the crowds,
and Jesus does not withdraw but speaks
the message ( xat llci1£L ail'l'oi; -rov 16yov) •

493

seems to have been aware of the problem
raised by such contaa and therefore accented the zeal of Jesus for observance of
the Mosaic code.8 Along these lines we
are to explain the introduaion of the
strong word lµ~(?Lµ1)aaµgvo; (v.43). It
is the community's way of underscoring
how sternly Jesus commanded the leper to
tell no one, but to go directly to the priest,
in accordance with Lev. 14. The authorities, however, did not hear this part of
the story. According to the Markan account the leper, instead of following orders.
told the story of bis healing throughout
the area (v.4S), with the result that Jesus
could not enter a town openly. The implication is that the religious authorities
were aroused by the direct violation of the
law in Jesus' personal contact with the
leper, since that was the primary ingredient
of the leper's account (-rl>v 16yov, v.4S) .•
Hence Jesus must receive the aowds elsewhere in order to carry out the program
of proclamation mentioned in v. 38. That
He does this in deserted places ( In'
lel)µoL; -rcbtoi;, v. 4S) is not without
point. In 1: 13 Jesus encounters Satan in
the desert. But now the locale of demonic
opposition is reversed. The place of temptation is now the city, and the deserted
area is a place of refuge.10

But who arc the enemies, and what has
motivated their hostility? The story of the
Statements in the narradTC preading
leper provides the clue. Instead of shouting "Unclean! begone!" Jesus welcomes
1 A«ordins to Weill, the llOrf
oris-u ic a
the leper in apparent violation quesc
of theioally
I.awdrculaced
may have mncained
onlr ie(sec Lev. 13:4S-46; cf. Lam. 4:lS and
for afliclavic of puricr and mmequeadr
Mishnah Negaim 3, 1), and goes to the the bealiq element WU inuoduced (pp. 1'2
length of what might seem unnecessary to 1,3).
• Cf. T. A. Burkill, "Aad-&midsm ia Sr.
personal CODtaCt (lxn;t~ fl!Y X£lQa
Mark'• Gospel," N011m
afmrii i],l,am, v.41). The early community ( 19,9), p. 41, IL 3.

T•n.-1•-.

e Schmidt, p. 66.
T

10:2;
See abo John 8:59; 10:35);
11:,3-,4.

https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol37/iss1/42

10 The word mtQ(tm ii ulCCI onlr of the
relip)ul opposidon8:11;
after Mark 1:13; aee
12:1'. On IQIUIO,, aeeMark6:31,32,3,.
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the pericope of the leper and the subsequent account in Chapter 2 confirm this
interpretation of Mark's intent. According
to 1:22 Jesus does not teach "as the
scribes" do. This criticism gives advance
notice of the conftict that is shortly to be
described more precisely. In the pericope
immediately following that of the healing
of the leper the battlelines are drawn, as
the Scribes question Jesus' authority to
forgive sins (2:6-7; cf. v. 10). This notice
of the developing opposition is reinforced
by the account of the response to the kind
of company kept by Jesus ( 2: 16-18). Herc
the Pharisees are specifically introduced

(xal. ol yeaµµaut~ -rii>v cJ.>apLaa[0>v) ,
who charge that Jesus cats with publicans
and sinners. A further charge of failing
to observe the fasts is introduced in the
form of a question in v.18. Jesus' answer
clearly indicates that two points of view
are coming to a clash (vv.19-22). The
account of the show bread {vv. 23-28) underscores the conftict. Since it is the habit
of Jesus to do much of His work in the
synagogs,11 the opposition puts Him under observation in the hope of finding
some charge against Him {3:2). Their
demonic intention is clearly expressed in
v. 6: 'The Pharisees forthwith counseled
with the Hcrodians how they might kill
Him." In response to this hostility Jesus
withdraws as in 1 :45, this time from the
city to the seashore, and receives the
aowds. His hospitality is apparent from
the fact that He healed many {3:10).
The result is that He is forced again to
withdmw under the pressure of the popular claim 011 His energies (v. 9).
Purthcr support for our explanation of
11

Cf. Mukl:21,23,29,39; 3:1; 6:2.

1:45 is found in the Matthacan vcnioa
of the pericope of tbe healing of the leper.
Although he has anticipated the opposition
of the Scribes and Pharisees in his account
of the activity of John the Baptist {3:7),
he reserves the development of the conflict theme in relation to Jesus for a later
stage in his n:mative.12 For this reason
he does not include Mark 1:45 in his
record of the healing of the leper {Matt.
8:1-4) and recites in 9:2-8 Mark's stmy
of the healing of the paralytic {Mark2:
1-12), but only after considerable shifting
of Markan material. In view of the writer's experience with scribal thought,11 it
is probable that he understood the legal
issues involved, and his omission of Mark
1 :45 is an indirect witness for the interpretation here advanced.
Luke, in contrast with Matthew, retains
Mark 1:45, with the more general statement, lhi1PX£'tO ~£ µallov 6 My~ :rup\
au-cou (Luke 5: 15), and with the significant addition that Jesus, while in the
desert, spent His time praying {v. 16).
A study of all Luke's other statements about
Jesus at prayer indicates that he also understands the issue suggested by Mark.
In 3:21 he adds to Mark's account of the
baptism {Mark 1:9-11) that Jesus was
praying. This is expressed immediately
after the account of John's arrest {vv.
19-20), which Luke considered so important that he may have for this reason not
1:a The harsh words spoken about the "h,i,ocriln" in Matt. 5 :20; 6: 1, 5, 16 ■re confided ID
the disciples (Matt. 5:1-2), ■ fact ianored in
Allen's comments (p. 75) on the Maab■ean account in relation
Mark. ID

u Cf. Prederick C. Grant, T/J• Gosfl#I:
T/Jm Onp, ,nul Grou,1/J (New York: Harper,
1957); pp. 141-43.
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included Mark's account of the death of
John the Baptist (Mark6:17-29) in favor
of the recital in Luke 3: 19-20.14 The imprisonment of John the Baptist foreshadows the fate of Jesus,1G and thus the conBict between Jesus and the authorities is
anticipated. After introducing Jesus at
prayer in 9: 18, Luke goes on to record
Jesus' prophecy of His death, with the
instrumentality spelled out clearly ( v. 22).
Again in 9:28, alone of the evangelists,
Luke observes that Jesus was praying at
the time of His transfiguration, and the
reason is apparent from his singular addition of the content of the conversation
of Moses and Elijah- they speak about
Jesus' coming death in Jerusalem (v.31).
Prayer and conffict are viewed in close
association. Again, the account of the
Beelzebub controversy (11:14-26) is preceded by the mention of Jesus at prayer
( 11: 1 ) . And the scene of Jesus at prayer
in Gethsemane (22:44) requires no comment. The battle lines are formed. Luke,
in short, underscores the Markan suggestion of the beginning of confiict.18
H For derails on the funaion of John die
Baptist in Luke's narrarivc, see Hans Conzelmann, Th• Tht!olog'J of
L•I:•, rrans. Geoffrey Buswell (New York: Faber lie Faber,
1960), pp. 22-27.

s,.

sion

lG Nore Luke's delecion of Mark 9: 11-13; cf.
Luke9:9.
10 In contrast whh Matthew, Luke loares
the delivery of Jesus· memorable sermon "on
die plain" (bd. ,:6m,u :rdlwoil, 6:17). Whereas
Matthew shows Jesus recrearing wirh His disciples CD a mouncain place, Luke does not separare
Jesus from rhe aowds. His record of die sermon includes woes (w. 24-26) aimed diiecdy
at some of bis hearen (Matthew's fint woe is
pronounced in 11:21). Other imuuaion is directed at "rhose who hear" (Luke 6:27). Luke
8:8,21; 11:28; 14:35 indicareundencood
chat
expresdie
is CD be
u responsive heariq.

https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol37/iss1/42
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II
It remains now to discuss the muchdebated question of the "Messianic secret."
According to Wilhelm Wrede, who was
the first to undertake a thorough analysis
of the problem of Mark's frequent references to Jesus' injunctions to silence, Mark
has borrowed a theological view current
in certain circles to which he belonged.
A major difficulty encountered by early
Christians was the problem that only after
the resurrection did the disciples appear
to understand that Jesus was truly the
Messiah. Wrede concludes that Mark attempts to resolve the difficulty by representing Jesus as keeping His Messiahship
a secret, and that this dogmatic construction is imposed on the records. Variations
of this hypothesis continue to appear in
discussions of the Markan account,17 but
a fresh examination of the passage in
question is required in view of the larger
issue that appears to be connected in
Mark's mind with the charges of legal
impropriety noted in the healing of the
leper.
The relevant passages in Mark are:
1:25; 1:34; 1:44; 3:12; 4:11-12 (34);
5:43; 7:24; 7:36; 8:26; 8:30; 9:9,30.18
1T See Taylor's discussion and the lirerarure
deed, pp. 122-124; for cririque of Taylor's
"biographical" inrerest, see T. A. Burkill, "Concerning St. Mark's Conceprion of Secrecy," Th•
Hibln,1 Jo•r11J,, LV ( 1957), 154--58. Wrede
reviews • number of explanariom. pp. 37-51.
For critique of E. Sjobers, Dw
Mn1&h,,,1oh11 ;,, J.,. l!-1.U.. (Lund: Gleerup, 1955), see T. A. Burldll, ''The Hidden
Son oi Man in St. Mark's Gospel." ZNW, LII
( 1961), 206--13.
18 Puages wbidi introduce die modf of the
disciples' misundencanding are noc included
here. Methodologically,
question
die
of die misundencandins of the disciples (d. Mark4:13,
40-41; 6:50-52; 7:18; 8:16-21, 32: 9:5-6, 10,

y.,1,o,,,.,

4
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Of these twelve passages ( 4: 11-12 and 34
are parallel) it is noteworthy that the following explicitly raise the question of Jesm' Messianic person: 1:25; 1:34; 3:12;
8:30; 9:9; or a total of five. Of these,
three involve the cure of demoniacs (1:25,
34; 3:12). According to Jewish expectation, the cure of demons would take place
18-19, 32; 10:24; 14:37-41) should be first
separated from the silence motif, and then an•
alyzed in relation to it (cf. Joseph B. Tyson,
"The Blindness of the Disciples in Mark," JDL,
DCCX [1961], 261). The prohibition in Mark
9:9, with the proviso, 1l IITI &,:av 6 lllo; ,:oil
clveQIOffllU ix v1XQCi1v dvaotjj, appc■n to be in
contradiction
analysis
with advanced
die
here.
Why should the disciples be discouraged from
dirmins what the blind man asserts in 10:
48-49? It should be observed, however, that the
prohibition makes reference m details (li d&ov)
not included in the blind man's expressions, and
the further function of the prohibition is m
stress Jesus' initiative in permiuing His true
role to be exposed in due rime. Failure to note
T. A. Burkill to conclude
chis lut fe■Nre
that Mark subjected "his doctrine of the secret
to a main it cannot withstand, the result being
that in Mark 14:62 there is ■aually a disclosure
of the Son of Man ouwde the circle of the
initiated" ("The Hidden Son of Man in St.
Mark's Gospel," p. 196). Nor does the at•
~pt of Mark to show Jewish officialdom
culpable "break'" his secrecy morif and make
"for a certain inconsistency'" (ibid., p. 197);
rather, the explicit messianic dirmatiom in die
Passion account consistent
are the climax
of the
bostiliry previously signaled also by the secrecy
motif. Pin■Uy, Burkill'1 surprise at die absence
•f the silence motif in 2:1--3:6 ("Anti-Semitism in St. Mark"• Gospel," p. 40) may be
dispelled with the realization that an oblique
reference throuah the silence motif would be
otiose where hostility
silence
is explicitly described.
A command to
is uwr found in Mark's
Gospel within a smry that
includes
hostile the
parties. Tbe apparent contradiction in Mark
5: 19 m the silence motif is easily resolved in
the light of the secrecy-hostility motif. The
cured demoniac is to "go to his own house, to
his own" and proclaim what the lord bu done.
Hu locale is sufficiently removed in Mark's
mind &om the cenren of opposition.

SECRECY MOTIP

in the Messianic rime.111 It is also aociem
Jewish belief that sicknesses are the result
of demonic aaivity,20 and significantly
both the cure of the deaf man (7:36)
and the blind man (8:26) are accom•
panied by commands to silence. We may
then add these two instances to the five
Chrisrological passages, making a total of
seven commands in connection with the
Messianic issue. This leaves five pas518C1
unaccounted for, namely, 1 :44; 4: 11-12
(34); 5:43; 7:24; 9:30. Mark 1:44 is
part of the pericope under discussion. According to the rabbis, the cure of a leper
is God's doing.21 It is understandable why,
aside from the legal issue, the leper should
proceed directly to the priesr. The Rory
that he had been healed by Jesus might
conceivably add grist to the opposition's
mill, "What is Jesus claiming for Himself,
led
the prerogatives of God?" Bur the legal
question is uppermost in the narntive.
The other passage is incorporated in the
story of the raising of Jairus' daughter
(5:43). According to the rabbis, the
raising of the dead is also the work of
God or the Messiah.22 Again the com•
mand to silence is understandable. The circulation of the story would suggest to the
111 See Hermann L Strack and Paul Billerbeck, Kam,,u,nta z•m N t1Nlfl T.it11mn1, IV, 1
(Munich: C. H. Beck, 1956), Excursus 21,
p.527.
20 Ibid., pp. 504-505; cf. Matt. 9:33 (of
a deaf man); 12:22 (blind and deaf). Mark
omia a recital of the specific cempt■rions (Mark
1:12-13) to avoid a contradiction wicb tbe cnert
stacement of the demons, 5:19.

21

See Strack-Billerbeck, IV, 2, lba:unm 27,

p. 751.
22 Str■clc:-Billerbeck,

p. 560 OD the ume

I, 523--524. Bui •
■scribed to tbe zabbil,

deed

and see infn.
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opposition high claims, prejudicial to their proviso, '1'.a&ch; fi3uvavto dxouELV. In
interests.21
words,remain:
suggestsMark
Mark, open speech
Threeother
passages
4: 1-12 would hasten the showdown with the
(34); 7:24; 9:30. The second of these leaders, an oven Messianic claim is sup(7:24) is easily explained as a desire to pressed to hold off the inevitable hour that
avoid the impression that Jesus exceeds Jesus is to meet in His own good time.
the boundaries of His call to Israel, for
We arc now prepared to take another
the woman is specifically called a Greek, look at Mark 9:30, which states that Jesus
and a Syrophoenician by birth (v. 26). went through Galilee but did not want
The last (9:30) expresses the thought His journey advertised. The reason given
that Jesus did not want His rrip through is that He was insrructing His disciples
Galilee advertised. The reason is given in about His death. The fact that Herod
9:31; His death is soon tO take place. was responsible for John the Baptist's
We shall have more to say about this pas- death may be a conrributing factor (Mark
sage later. Mark 4: 11-12 and 34 deal with 6:17-28).2• Jesus must die in Jerusalem,
the problem of Jesus' parabolic insrruction. not at the hands of Herod. And the disThe citation in v. 12 is from Is. 6:9-10. ciples have previously been warned about
Isaiah is told to "make the heart of this the "leaven" of Herod ( 8: 15).
people fat 110d their ears heavy, and shut
Our examination of the passages which
their eyes, lest they sec with their eyes
include commands to silence or suppresand hear with their ears and understand
sion of information from the general pubwith their hearts and turn and be healed."
lic reveals that in every instance the probIt is the leaders of the people, the proud
lem of conBia with the official leadership
and the haughty, who come under special
of Israel is involved. The question of
indictment (cf. Is.2:11, 17; 3:14, and
Jesus' Messiahship is the main issue. This
especially Ch. 28). The people arc concomes out suongly especially in the comfused and oppressed (cf. 3:12; 5:7-8).
mands to silence direaed to the demons.
Significantly, in Mark the insrruaion in
Mark draws up his entire narrative in such
parables follows the scribal charge that a way that the reader may understand that
Jesus is in league with Beelzebub ( 3: Jesus chooses the place of battlefield-the
20-30), and it is noteworthy that the first
mention of parables occurs in this very
2' Cf. 3:6 (see Ta7Jor, p. 224); 6:14; and
see Luke 9:7-10; 13:31. MJ colleque, Edpr
pericope of con&ia, namely, 3:23: h
Kttni:z, alerts me to die fa.a that in die pericope
naeaf3ol.a~ lhyEv airro~. This is the of
die commissionins of die Twelve (6:7-13),
clue to the interpretation of 4:12. The which precedes the inbOCluaion of Herocl, no
parabolic insrruaion is Jesus' response to mention is made of the Kinsdom u c:onceat of
preach TbeJ are co
and cut
the unbelief of Israel's leadership. Mark their proclamation.
out demons (v. 12). Tbe omiaion (per COD•
4: 12 does not mean that all the people arc ua, Luke9:2) is an indirect silenc:e-homlir,
under indictment. This is clear from 4:33, motif. In Mark onlJ Jaus prodaiml the Kiqwhere it is stated that Jesus spoke the dom, and not openlJ afcer 1:15. In 4:11,26,
30 and 9: 1 onlJ the Twelve or the pdwrrai are
word in parable, but with the significant addressed. Tbe rea,pitioa of the aowcl in
• Cf. Joba 11:47-48, 53.

https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol37/iss1/42
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aoss, at the appropriate time. Suppression
of the oven Messianic claim on the one
hand reveals the judgment that has come
over Israel's leadership :?II and at the same
time holds off the fate of Jesus until the
appropriate hour. That this is Matk's literary construction is evident from the narrative which follows 9:30. In 10:48 there
is a striking change in the silence motif.
Instead of Jesus, it is the people who command the blind man to hold his peace, for
he has identified Jesus with the Messianic
title, Son of David. Jesus neither says nor
does anything to suggest restraint. The
sequel explains why. TI1ey are near Jerusalem (11:1), and Jesus is prepared now
t0 accept the consequences of His identity.
At the conclusion of His apocalyptic discourse, Jesus says, 8 8£ uµi:v iJ.yro, miaLv
liyw (13:37). He no longer speaks to
the few but to all. There may be in these
words a suggestion that the entire Christian community is meant as well as the
disciples of Jesus' time, but the contrast
with previous statements concerning Jesus'
reserve in revelations of this type is significant. Finally, in 14:62 and 15:2, we
hear the unreserved admission of the Messianic claim. In response to the high
priest's question, whether He is the Christ,
Jesus says, lyc.i> ElµL. And tO Pilate's question, "Are you the King of the Jews," He
answers au liyE~. The aucifixion follows
hard and fast.
Through his accent on the silence motif

Mark succeeds in keeping his reader's atteotion focused on the final outcome. The
early Christian readers, who lcnew the outwould sense the tension as it built
up in su.ccasive stages. Mark 1:45 is an

amie,

Mark
• Cf. G. H. Boo&,er, "The Secrecy Motif
in Sr. Mark'1 Gospel," Nn, T•si.-1 s,-;.,,
VI (1960), 225-235.

important clue to Mark's narrative method.
The legal question suggests the real reason
for hostility from the religious leadership.
A Messianic claim in itself would not DCC•
essarily arouse hostility, but once hostility
for other reasons takes shape, all of Jesus'
activity is suspect and the Messianic question assumes major importance. The hostile leadership wants no part of Jesus.
We have already examined Luke's accent
on the hostility motif in the light of his
references to Jesus' prayers. His use of the
Markan material in which the secrecy motif
appears bears out the conclusion reached
above. In every instance in which he records a Markan incident which includes
this motif, he preserves it in order to reinforce his own accent on the developing
hostility against Jesus.:?O Thus the commands in Luke4:35,41; 5:14, and 8:56
appear in accounts which follow the programmatic pcricope, 4: 16-30, with its
stress on hostility. By placing the rejection
at Nazareth ahead of any reference tO
commands of silence, Luke offers a material motivation for his use of the silencehostility motif and thereby sharpens the
Markan usage. For Mark, as was noted
earlier, employs the motif already in 1:25
and 1: 34, but except for the evaluation of
scribal teaching in 1:22, he does not SUS·
gest a convincing motivation until 1:40-45.
The verdict on parabolic instruction is understandably retained in Luke 8: 10. In
9:21 and 9:36 the Christological issue is
the determining factor.
28 The stories of the Syiophoenidan
the bealins
woman
(Mark7:24-30),
of the deaf ma.a
(7:32-37), the healing of a blind DWI (8:
22-26), all part of Luke's '"Great Omiaioa.'"
and
9 :30 ue omitted; the last, in order
m bring the piophecy of Jesus' death in closer
usociatioa with the peria,pe that pm:eedsi cf.
Wiede, pp. 176-177.
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MARK 1 :45 AND THB SECRECY MOTIP

In Matthew there are fow: passages
parallel to Mark which include the secrecy
motif (8:4; 13:13; 16:20; 17:9). The
absence in Matt. 8: 1-4 of Mark's detail
about the effects of the leper's recital was
previously noted. The command to silence
(8:4) is retained because it confirms the
legality of Jesus' action in defense against
criticism from Jewish legalises. The explanation of Jesus' parabolic instruction
(13:13) is associated with the need for
private communication now that the hostility has become overt. 16:20 and 17:9
are pamllel to Luke's retention (9:21, 36).
Two other passages appear in related
Markan contexts, namely 12:16 and 9:30.
In 12:16 Matthew omits Mark's reference
to the demons,21 and in 9:30 he attaches
Mark's command to silence (5:43), which
appears in the story of the raising of Jairus'
daughter, to the healing of the blind man.
The only two other instances in which he
includes the MarJcan account but omits the
secrecy motif are 15:21 and 17:22. The
absence in 15:21 is understandable in view
of Matthew's aim to show that Jesus is
the authentic Messiah. Jesus exercises His
Lordship also over once-hated Canaan. The
omission in 17:22 is perhaps to be traced
to what seemed an inexplicable yde.28 On
2T In Mart. 8:16 a directive to silence is
omitted to make room for a fulfillment saJiDB,
but it reappears in the related account in 12:16,
where die specific command to the demons is
seneralized to apply to all His miracles, in
order to introduce a pertinent Isaiaaic dradoa.
21 Cf. Matthew's rephrasiD& (28:1-2) of
Mark 16:1-4 with ia abrupt ytiQ in v. 4.
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the other hand Matthew includes much
Markan material that Jacks commands to
silence but establishes the hostility of the
opposition and also introduces, independent of Mark, accounts that carry a similar
message (see, for instance, chs. 5-7 and
23). Since it offers the earliest interpretation of Mark, the Lukan and Matthaean
use of Mark's secrecy-hostility motif aids
greatly in confirming the solution proposed
in this study.

In summary, Mark does not say that
Jesus commands silence concerning His
miracles in order to avoid the impression
of being a mere miracle-worker, or to
avoid undue publicity in order to have
more moments of peace with His disciples,
or to avoid the impression of being mistaken as a politial or a seditious Messiah,
or beawe He wished to express His modesty or to withhold the truth about His
person from the world until after the resurrection. Nor does He command the
demons to keep silent out of a desire to
avoid recognition from such an undesirable sow:ce. The "Messianic secret," at
least in respect to the commands to silence,
is primarily wed by Mark to point up the
hostility of the religious and politial leadership and to mark dearly Jesus' own
choice of the destined how:. Whatever ingredients may have been imbedded in the
pre-Markan accounts, Mark has utilized
them in the interests of a consistent accent
OD official hostility.
St. Louis, Mo.
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